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Panel 2 pm Sunday 25 April
Chair: Alison Bryan
Kevin Buckle
Grant Ferguson
Dr Steve Emery
Deepa Shastri

https://www.facebook.com/deafexplorers
Require Facebook account

Chair: Alison Bryan
Alison is a Deaf activist.

Dr Steve Emery
Dr Steve Emery, works as the manager of Deaf Hub (Wales). My responsibilities
are to manage the Deaf Hub (Wales) building in Newport Road ensuring it is a
safe place for the Cardiff and south Wales Deaf community; and to put into
practice the Trustee’s vision for the future of the Centre.

Social Media #DeafHubWale www.facebook.com/DeafHubCardiff

Kevin Buckle
Kevin Buckle, himself profoundly Deaf is born to Jamaican parents in London. He made
a debut on BBC’s See Hear – Black Deaf Special (1992) and appeared on numerous TV
programmes such as BSL Zone’s award-winning Double Discrimination documentary
(2014) and his Close-Up interview from also BSL Zone (2018) He worked as a
community support worker for Deaf Adult Community Team, (DACT), specialist
community mental health service in Spring eld Hospital, London. Now he works as a
Graduate Research Fellow under BSL and Deaf Studies which is a part of Language and
Linguistics Department based in York St. John University
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Streaming live on Facebook

Deepa Shastri

As BSL consultant, theatre includes: The Meeting (Chichester); Not I (BAC).
Dance includes: Snow (Holly Noble Dance); Puzzle Creature (Neon
Dance); Moon (2Faced Dance Company); Candoco (The Space).
Television includes: Grantchester.
As performer, theatre includes: Frozen (Birmingham Rep).
As performer, television & lm includes: Deaf Funny, Hands Solo, The Kiss,
Rush, Switch, Hear No Evil.
Deepa has twelve years’ experience working in the cultural sector as a
Deaf theatre access consultant, BSL performer, BSL consultant and
translator. She was a storyteller for BBC Online helping to improve Deaf
children’s literacy skills and performed a sign song on
the main stage as part of the London 2012 Paralympics Opening
Ceremony.
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Grant Ferguson
Grant Ferguson is a Glaswegian who was educated at Burwood Park
School in London. He worked in local government IT for over 30 years. In
2007 he joined the SNP and began working with their Disabled Members
Group with an aim to improve the lives of deaf and disabled people. He
was elected to serve as a member of the group and having recently
begun a second term has been on the committee for over 5 years now.
During his term he has been able to educate the party about the access
needs and culture of deaf people. His input has helped to make the party
more inclusive and accessible through the provision of Sign Language
interpreters and subtitled materials. In 2019 Grant was selected for and
stood as the SNP candidate for a by-election for South Lanarkshire
Council. He won the election becoming the rst ever deaf councillor in
Scotland. Through this work on the council he realised that many of their
policies and procedures were not accessible to deaf people, putting them at a disadvantage in comparison to
their hearing neighbours. He has been able to highlight this as a council member and work with the council to
enable access using subtitling and Sign Language Interpretation and so improving equality of access for deaf
residents in the area.

